"Should You Choose Laser Surgery or NoNevus™?"

We Compared NoNevus™ Mole Removal System™ to Laser Mole Removal

We Dared to See if Laser Mole Removal Was a Better Treatment"

BOTTOM LINE: THE LASER LOST! -- We are either born with moles, or they appear over time as we expose our skin to the sun. If you choose to remove your moles, freckles, or skin tags, your doctor has several procedures available: scalpels, laser lights, or other removal procedures. Another option is NoNevus™ - the remarkable mole removal cream that quickly removes moles, freckles, or skin tags without the pain and trouble of surgery.

Oddly, "laser" is not the best choice for removing moles and skin tags, because laser treatments have been found to actually stimulate growth, not stop it. The worst method of removing moles, according to a patent survey is excision, where they cut off the mole with a scalpel. This type of "excision" surgery can leave bad scars so it has fallen out of favor.

Now, natural mole removers are in the forefront. Products like: (NoNevus) are safe to use, cost less than surgery, and leave little or no scarring after use. Other natural mole removal products available are: Wart Mole Vanish™, a product which contains "nuts", is made by Pristine Health ($87.00 to remove 1 mole) and another product called: DermaTend™ a popular mole removal product on Google™ which contains "zinc butter", it made by Solace International ($109 removes 2 moles). NoNevus™ is not like other mole removers. NoNevus™ is completely safe, free of acids, or harsh chemicals and you can remove FOUR MOLES for just (124.95 + get a free $39.95 anti-scar treatment!)

How Lasers Work

Laser works wonders for skin rejuvenation. It brings life back into cells (which is why it is not best for mole removal.) In the average laser procedure, a laser light "beam" is used to heat cells or tissue with the intention of manipulating them. When used to remove moles, the light beam is immersed by the pigment of the mole. After a few short "snaps" the mole is broken up and absorbed by the body during the process of healing. As with any surgical procedure, scarring can occur. Use CutiClear to reduce scarring.

Laser treatment is usually used for pigmented nevi (flat moles that are brown/black in color). The light from the laser usually does not penetrate greatly enough to use this method on other types of moles such as raised moles. That’s why NoNevus was invented.

The best types of moles that are candidates are:
- New Moles
- Flat Moles
- Small moles

Types of moles you should avoid having laser treatment on are:

- Protruding moles (the laser does not enter deep enough)
- Older moles
- Large moles
- Atypical moles that have not been examined

How does the laser procedure actually work?

They will numb your skin, after which a low setting laser is used to reduce or eliminate the brown pigmentation of the mole. The actual procedure time varies depending on the size and severity of the mole.

Is there pain involved with the laser mole removal procedure?

There are some people that have relayed that they feel a slight tingling when the laser pulses. Others have said it feels like someone is snapping their skin with a rubber band.

What can be expected after mole laser treatment?

After laser treatment, the area of skin that had been treated may appear darker than before or red and irritated. After time the treated mole will turn into a scab which typically falls off within 2 weeks. This will expose fresh new skin which you should treat with an anti scar treatment and wear sunscreen for up to 6 weeks. Direct sun exposure should be avoided after treatments while the skin repairs.

Risks of Laser Mole Removal

In most cases, infection is the biggest risk of any noninvasive surgery. This is minimal compared to other surgical procedures. Make sure that whoever is doing the procedure they are using new gloves and sterilized materials.

Possible Problems of Laser Mole Removal

A few possible side-effects following laser mole removal treatment can be pain, infection, bleeding, permanent skin color changes, scarring, and incomplete treatment, and restimulation of growth.
Although skin discoloration and scarring may occur it is said to decrease over time. Remember though that laser mole removal treatment may only lighten the mole, it may actually get larger.

**What is the cost of laser mole removal treatment?**

The cost can be quite costly and different depending on the type and size of mole you are treating. Chances are you will need multiple visits to your doctor for treatment of the same mole. Prices average around $400 per laser mole removal session. Total cost to completely remove a mole with a laser may be as much as three times (3x$400).

**How many times will I have to go back to the doctor for the same mole to be removed?**

Typically, 3 sessions are needed for a successful treatment. If you have flat moles one session may be enough. While if you have the other types of moles, chances are, multiple treatments are in your future. Before you have the procedure done make sure you ask your doctor, 'how many treatments he thinks you will need' and get a total quote of all charges (anesthesia, equipment fees, etc.)

**Will insurance cover the procedure?**

No, laser mole removal treatments are considered a cosmetic procedure, and therefore are not covered by most insurance companies.

---

**NoNevus™ Is Better Than Lasers For Mole & Skin Tag Removal**

When price compared to laser mole removal, NoNevus™ mole removal treatment wins. Just one NoNevus™ treatment can remove nearly a dozen freckles, half a dozen skin tags, or two large moles. One laser treatment (for one mole) in San Francisco: $400. NoNevus removes 4 for $124.95.

So, if you have had your moles checked by your doctor and you know that they are non cancerous; why go through all the hassle of laser mole removal? NoNevus™ mole removal treatment will remove your moles for a fraction of the cost of one laser mole removal treatment. Each NoNevus™ mole removal treatment™ contains enough mole remover, to remove 4 large (eraser-size moles), or 6 small size moles (10 freckles or skin tags).

We know you will have success when you remove you moles, freckles, or skin tags, and you can do it without pain or costly visits to the cosmetic surgery operating room for multiple treatments. You can do your mole removal treatment in the convenience and privacy of your home. We love laser surgery, for skin resurfacing etc, but for mole removal, it is not the best option.

**NONEVUS IS NOT MADE FOR REMOVAL OF CANCEROUS MOLES**
Warning: If your moles have changed in color or contour, contact a doctor immediately. A portion of the mole or skin tag could be removed for biopsy to determine if they are associated with skin cancer. Do not use NoNevus™ on cancerous moles.

NoNevus™ Is On Sale - Free S&H Included

NoNevus™ mole removal treatment can remove any type of mole or skin tag on your body. It’s safe, easy to use and costs hundreds less than laser mole removal treatments. NoNevus™ removes moles and skin tags naturally, without the use of a scalpel, or lasers, and it does it without pain, without scaring, or outrageous prices. NoNevus™ is the only safe and natural mole removal cream available specifically designed to remove moles and skin tags without scarring.

Unlike other mole removal methods, NoNevus™ quickly removes raised moles or hanging skin tags from the face and body without harmful surgery. NoNevus™ quickly penetrates the skin; faster and more effectively than any other mole remover, and it removes the mole without using caustic acids or other harsh, damaging chemicals. NoNevus™ is safe, gentle, and comes with a 100% guarantee.

You are just days away from beautiful skin.

The NoNevus™ Mole & Skin Tag Removal System - Will Work For You - GUARANTEED.

NoNevus™ mole removal treatment contains: One 15ml. jar of NoNevus™ advanced mole removal mousse, enough mole remover to remove up to moles detailed mole removal instructions, and a free, easy to use home application kit.

Use the NoNevus™ mole removal system absolutely risk-free for 30 days. Follow application instructions for quickest results. We know it will work for you, and back it with a 100% guarantee.

www.nonevus.com